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Introduction
Every radio documentary 
is accompanied by a set 
of teaching and learning 
resources.  The resources begin 
with a suggested plan for a 
unit of work using the learning 
outcomes from the Junior 
Cycle English specification.  
Worksheets are indicated 
by codes which include the 
name of the documentary, 
the worksheet (WS) reference 
number and the page where it 
can be found e.g. (Info Lady WS 
1 - Pg. 7)

Appendices containing 
additional resources (i.e. 
printable worksheets for 
students) can be found at the 
end of each unit of work.

This unit is organised as follows:

Pre-listening resources which 
encourage students to think 
around the central theme of 
the unit.

Active listening resources to 
promote careful listening.

Post-listening resources which 
are linked directly to the 
documentary content.

Resources for a summative 
assessment which focus 
on measuring the learning 
achieved by students in the 
unit.

In addition there are further 
reflective/ creative resources 
which could be used to 
support learning, teaching and 
assessment in the unit. 

Teachers who choose to use 
these reflective/ creative 
resources can refer to the 
structure outlined in the 
Planning section and to the 
model used in the Summative 
Assessment section. 
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As the diagram indicates, it is during the planning 

stage that the teacher will select the learning 

outcomes and design the teaching and learning 

around these learning outcomes. 

It is advisable to plan the summative assessment task 

in the initial stages to support the formative assessment 

throughout the unit. This ensures that the teacher can 

constantly monitor the learning of each student in 

terms of the chosen learning outcomes.

The teacher and/or students will select the texts, 

resources and materials required to support the 

learning outcomes.

Formative assessment will be ongoing throughout the 

unit to support the learning. 

Learning Outcomes Addressed by the Unit
This is a unit of lessons focused on the theme of 
Development and using as its primary text the 

documentary Info Lady. 

Planning

* See Appendix for details of learning outcomes

Learning 
and

Teaching 

Resources

Texts

Choose learning outcomes

Create summative  
assessment to  

ensure the learning  
outcomes have  
been achieved

Planning

Formative 
Assessment

Group dicussion on 
women’s rights 
in Bangladesh

Info Lady
Resources

Investigation
on Bangladesh

True/False  
statements

Life in Bangladesh
as a Working 
Mother

Rich Learning  
Experiences with  
RTÉ Radio 1’s  
Documentary On 
One - Info Lady
While this unit could be seen to 

address a number of Learning 

Outcomes in the English 

Specification the key outcomes 

addressed here are OL1, OL5, 

OL8, W4, R3*. The summative 

assessment tasks at the end of 

the unit facilitate the assessment 

of these learning outcomes.  

It is inevitable that other learning 

outcomes will be encountered 

but these are not the main focus 

of the unit.

RTÉ Radio One’s 
Documentary on One -  
Info Lady
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Resources
About the Documentary On One - Info Lady
Title 
Info Lady

Listening Duration 
40 mins

Documentary Link 
http://www.rte.ie/radio1/doconone/2014/0808/647688-documentary-podcast-info-lady-
bangladesh-computer/ 

Documentary Summary 
Info Ladies travel around the countryside bringing the Internet and other 
services to poor villagers. This is a cottage industry, 21-century style. Farmers 
whose crops are damaged by an unfamiliar disease get the Info Lady to 
Google the problem. Women whose husbands are working in the Middle East 
ask the Info Lady to Skype call them. Older people get their blood pressure 
checked in their homes without having to travel miles to see a doctor.

This is more than a tech revolution - it’s socially bold too. In Bangladesh it’s 
unusual and frowned upon for women to cycle around on their own. As one of 
the Info Ladies, Bithy, says, “My mother-in-law had her apprehensions about me 
cycling around and neighbours would say, ‘why do you want your daughter-in-
law to go and work outside, she would go and run away with another man’.

About Us
Documentary On One is 

a series of multi award-

winning documentaries 

from RTÉ Radio 1. With 

almost 1,500 documentaries 

on offer online, it has 

the largest archive of 

documentaries available 

anywhere at no cost. All of 

the programmes are radio 

stories about real life.

In association with RTÉ 

Learning and Development, 

Documentary on One has 

chosen a range of radio 

documentaries which 

may be used in the English 

classroom. To complement 

these documentaries, a 

collection of free online 

teaching resources has 

been created to develop 

students’ written, reading 

and oral proficiency. 

These are based on the 

Junior Cycle Key Skills and 

Learning Outcomes in the 

new specification.

As with any text to be presented to students, it is strongly recommended that you listen in full to the 
radio documentary before introducing it to the classroom. This is to ensure its suitability in your own 
context and for all learners in your class. RTÉ and its partners cannot accept any liability should the 
content of any of these documentaries prove unsuitable for some learners or their teachers.
All the pdfs and sound files are easily accessible in the “Educational Resources” section of the 
Documentary On One website www.rte.ie/doconone and the “Education” section of the free 
DocOnOne mobile app available on iPhone, Android and iPad.
We hope that you and your students enjoy the documentaries and accompanying resources!

Planning

Investigation
on Bangladesh

Life in Bangladesh
as a Working 
Mother
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Teacher Guidelines 
Teaching, Learning and Formative 
Assessment

1. Development - What is it?
• Using the worksheet provided (Info Lady WS 1 – Page 7) students will consider a range of 

true and false statements. They will work individually at first and then collaborate, sharing 

their thoughts and ideas before agreeing on final answers.

• The teacher may choose to allow students to use the internet (e.g. using iPads, computers 

or phones) or to answer the question based on their own knowledge. The class will then 

share their answers.  

Answer key
1. Bangladesh is a country in Africa.  

False – it’s in South-East Asia, bordering Burmah and India.
2. Bangladesh has half the population of the US living in an area the size of England and Wales. 

True
3. The two main religions in Bangladesh are Protestantism and Catholicism.  

False - it’s 95% Muslim and the rest is Hindu, Christian and Buddhist.
4. They do not have the internet in Bangladesh.  

False – it’s 95% Muslim and the rest is Hindu, Christian and Buddhist.
5. Only rich people have mobile phones in this part of the world.  

False, some poor people have them.
6. It is very unusual to see a woman on a bicycle in Bangladesh. 

True.
7. In Bangladesh around half of the population go to college.  

False, they have a low literacy rate and therefore very low college accession rates.
8. They have almost 500 garment factories (sweat shops) in Bangladesh. 

True. 3.5 million workers in 4,825 garment factories produce goods for export to the global market, 
principally Europe and North America

9. 70% of people working in garment factories are women 
False. Around 85% are women, most of whom earn little more than the minimum wage

10. In 2013 an eight story garment factory in Bangladesh collapsed killing more than 1100 workers 
True: On April 24, 2013, an eight-story building housing five garment factories collapsed. At least 
1,138 workers were killed and 2,500 were injured.

Optional Alternative Activity
This can also be done as a walking debate, whereby the teacher puts up True and False and Unsure 
posters on the wall and calls out the statements one by one. Depending on their opinion, students will 
walk to either statement and then must justify their answer 

Useful Resources: 
War on Want Website http://www.waronwant.org/sweatshops-bangladesh 
International Labour Rights Forum (ILRF) http://www.laborrights.org/our-work/bangladesh-garment-
factory-safety 

 P
re

-Listening
TEACHER GUIDELINES
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Development  
– what is it? 

 P
re

-Listening

 P
re

-Listening

STUDENT WORKSHEET

(Info Lady WS 1.1)

True False Unsure Statement 
      

        
 

1. Bangladesh is a country in Africa. 

2. Bangladesh is so heavily populated that 
almost 163 million people  (the equivalent 
of half the population of the US) live in an 
area of the country the size of England 
and Wales.

3. The two main religions in Bangladesh are 
Protestantism and Catholicism. 

4. They do not have the internet in 
Bangladesh. 

5. Only rich people have mobile phones in 
this part of the world. 

6. It is very unusual to see a woman on a 
bicycle in Bangladesh.

7. In Bangladesh around half of the 
population go to college. 

8. They have a lot of garment factories 
(sweat shops) in Bangladesh.

9. 70% of people working in garment 
factories are women

10. In 2013 an eight story garment factory in 
Bangladesh collapsed killing more than 
1100 workers

After discussion 
True  False   Unsure

Before discussion 
True  False   Unsure
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• In this activity students will anticipate content from the 

documentary and then listen and see if they were correct.

• Using the worksheet (Info Lady WS 2, Page 9) they will 

consider the hierarchy of various types of transport on the Bangladeshi roads by ranking 

them in order of importance.

• Students will then listen to the first section of the documentary (Info Lady Clip 1 lasting 2 mins). 

• Based on what they hear, they will answer the same questions using the grid on the right 

hand side.

• Students may need to listen more than once to get the answers.

• An optional extension activity has been provided for students

Answer Key

Pedestrian

Bikes   

Cycle rickshaw   

Motorised tricycles (tuk tuks) 

Motorbikes  

Cars/ Trucks

 

The Hierarchy on  
Bangaldeshi Roads
 

A
ctive Listening

TEACHER GUIDELINES

http://www.rte.ie/cspodcasts/media.mp3?c1=2&c2=16951747&ns_site=test&ns_type=clickin&rte_vs_ct=aud&rte_vs_sc=pod&rte_mt_sec=radio&rte_vs_sn=radio1&rte_mt_pub_dt=2016-09-21&rte_mt_prg_name=test-documentaryononeeducationalresources&title=Info%20Lady%20Clip%201&c7=http%3A%2F%2Fpodcast.rasset.ie%2Fpodcasts%2Faudio%2F2016%2F0921%2F20160921_rteradio1-docononeeducational-infoladycl_c21057588_21057598_232_.mp3&r=http%3A%2F%2Fpodcast.rasset.ie%2Fpodcasts%2Faudio%2F2016%2F0921%2F20160921_rteradio1-docononeeducational-infoladycl_c21057588_21057598_232_.mp3
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The Hierarchy on  
Bangladeshi Roads 

 
Complete column one before you listen, then listen to the first clip to 
the first clip from the documentary. The narrator will describe the different 
methods of transport in Bangladesh. 

Reorganise the list below in order of their importance on the roads, according to the documentary, by 
placing a number beside it (1 for the most important). The first one has been done for you.

 
“Every bell or horn is telling some other traveller  
to get off the road”

A
ctive Listening

STUDENT WORKSHEET 

(Info Lady WS 2)

Method of transport

Cars/ Trucks  

Motorised tricycles (tuk tuks)

Motorbikes

Cycle rickshaw  

Pedestrian

Bikes

In order of importance on the road
What I think before listening

                 

In order of importance on the road
What I think after listening

                     

Extension work
In the opening two minutes of the documentary the narrator uses an analogy to describe Bangladesh:
“And crudely speaking Bangladesh could be a bit like this traffic. As a country it’s really crowded; it has half the 
population of the US living in an area the size of England and Wales. You could extend that analogy to describe 
Bangladesh as a poor country being pushed off the road by wealthier countries like ours.”

Explain this statement in your own words
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
 
__________________________________________________________________________

An analogy is a comparison between one 
thing and another, usually to explain it

1 1
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Life in Bangladesh  
as a Working 
Mother

• Students will listen carefully to the next section in the documentary (Info Lady Clip 2 

lasting 3 mins). 

• Using the worksheet provided (Info Lady WS 3, Page 11) they will answer 

comprehension questions which follow. This can be done while they listen using the 

questions. 

Alternative option

• A more challenging option would require students to listen closely without seeing 

the questions until afterward. For this option students would take notes while 

listening and then work in groups/ pairs to answer the questions based on their 

notes/ memory and discussions.

(B) Compare and contrast

• Working in pairs, students will draw a Venn diagram in their copies and use it to 

compare Bithy’s life as a working mother in Bangladesh with that of a working 

mother in Ireland today. 

(C) Group/ Class discussion

• If there is time the class could then discuss or write their Venn Diagrams with 

another group or have a class discussion.  Homework activities can include a diary 

entry by Bithy or a working mum in Ireland.

TEACHER GUIDELINES

A
ctive Listening

http://www.rte.ie/cspodcasts/media.mp3?c1=2&c2=16951747&ns_site=test&ns_type=clickin&rte_vs_ct=aud&rte_vs_sc=pod&rte_mt_sec=radio&rte_vs_sn=radio1&rte_mt_pub_dt=2016-09-21&rte_mt_prg_name=test-documentaryononeeducationalresources&title=Info%20Lady%20Clip%202&c7=http%3A%2F%2Fpodcast.rasset.ie%2Fpodcasts%2Faudio%2F2016%2F0921%2F20160921_rteradio1-docononeeducational-infoladycl_c21057589_21057599_232_.mp3&r=http%3A%2F%2Fpodcast.rasset.ie%2Fpodcasts%2Faudio%2F2016%2F0921%2F20160921_rteradio1-docononeeducational-infoladycl_c21057589_21057599_232_.mp3
http://www.rte.ie/cspodcasts/media.mp3?c1=2&c2=16951747&ns_site=test&ns_type=clickin&rte_vs_ct=aud&rte_vs_sc=pod&rte_mt_sec=radio&rte_vs_sn=radio1&rte_mt_pub_dt=2016-09-21&rte_mt_prg_name=test-documentaryononeeducationalresources&title=Info%20Lady%20Clip%202&c7=http%3A%2F%2Fpodcast.rasset.ie%2Fpodcasts%2Faudio%2F2016%2F0921%2F20160921_rteradio1-docononeeducational-infoladycl_c21057589_21057599_232_.mp3&r=http%3A%2F%2Fpodcast.rasset.ie%2Fpodcasts%2Faudio%2F2016%2F0921%2F20160921_rteradio1-docononeeducational-infoladycl_c21057589_21057599_232_.mp3
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Life in Bangladesh  
as a Working Mother 
Directions: 

A) Listen to the next section of the documentary  

and answer the questions below:

  1. What kind of problems do Info Ladies have? 

  2. Who inspired Bithy to work as an Info Lady?

  3. What do Info Ladies bring to poorer villages?

B) Compare and Contrast

In the last clip the narrator just described a typical scene from Bithy’s life in her home of 

corrugated iron, with her two year old daughter and a phone to her ear.

Working with another student, draw a Draw a Venn diagram (like the one below) in 

your copy, and compare and contrast (find the similarities and differences) between 

Bithy’s life as a working mother in Bangladesh and that of a working mother in Ireland 

today.

C) Discussion Question

Discuss your Venn Diagrams with another group or the rest of the class.

A
ctive Listening

(Info Lady WS 3)

STUDENT WORKSHEET 

MotherBithy
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4. Living Standards in Bangladesh  
and the Role of the Info Lady
• Students will now listen to the next clip (Info Lady Clip 3  

3 lasting 2 mins) and make notes about what they hear using the 

worksheet provided (Info Lady WS 4 – Page 13). 

• The teacher may need to model and explicitly explain the process 

of note-taking as many students do not know how to do this.

• After doing so, students will respond to what they heard by writing a 

paragraph, mentioning what they heard and what they thought about it.  

Students will be encouraged to back up their points with supporting evidence  

and to offer a personal response afterward.  

Possible Answers

Info Lady’s Services

• Supplies speakers, card reader. She also has health monitoring equipment including 

diabetic testing kits, blood pressure machine 

5. The sounds of rural Bangladesh 
• Students will now hear a short clip from the documentary (Info Lady Clip 4 lasting 3 mins) 

• They will answer questions from the worksheet (Info Lady WS 5 – Page 14) while they listen.  

Possible Answers

• Bicycle bell, bicycle wheels on gravel, cow, conversation, bird sounds, woman singing, 

blood pressure machine etc. 

6. Internet in Bangladesh and Ireland   
Internet in Bangladesh and Ireland

• Students will listen to the next clip (Info Lady Clip 5 lasting 3 mins) about the internet in 

Bangladesh. 

• Based on what they hear and on their own thoughts they will use the worksheet (Info Lady 

WS 6 – Page 15) to make notes on the benefits of bringing the internet to rural communities 

in Bangladesh.

• Students will use the information from their notes to write a letter which invites members of 

the community to come to an informative talk about the benefits of the internet.  

A
ctive Listening

TEACHER GUIDELINES

http://www.rte.ie/cspodcasts/media.mp3?c1=2&c2=16951747&ns_site=test&ns_type=clickin&rte_vs_ct=aud&rte_vs_sc=pod&rte_mt_sec=radio&rte_vs_sn=radio1&rte_mt_pub_dt=2016-09-21&rte_mt_prg_name=test-documentaryononeeducationalresources&title=Info%20Lady%20Clip%203&c7=http%3A%2F%2Fpodcast.rasset.ie%2Fpodcasts%2Faudio%2F2016%2F0921%2F20160921_rteradio1-docononeeducational-infoladycl_c21057590_21057600_232_.mp3&r=http%3A%2F%2Fpodcast.rasset.ie%2Fpodcasts%2Faudio%2F2016%2F0921%2F20160921_rteradio1-docononeeducational-infoladycl_c21057590_21057600_232_.mp3
http://www.rte.ie/cspodcasts/media.mp3?c1=2&c2=16951747&ns_site=test&ns_type=clickin&rte_vs_ct=aud&rte_vs_sc=pod&rte_mt_sec=radio&rte_vs_sn=radio1&rte_mt_pub_dt=2016-09-21&rte_mt_prg_name=test-documentaryononeeducationalresources&title=Info%20Lady%20Clip%203&c7=http%3A%2F%2Fpodcast.rasset.ie%2Fpodcasts%2Faudio%2F2016%2F0921%2F20160921_rteradio1-docononeeducational-infoladycl_c21057590_21057600_232_.mp3&r=http%3A%2F%2Fpodcast.rasset.ie%2Fpodcasts%2Faudio%2F2016%2F0921%2F20160921_rteradio1-docononeeducational-infoladycl_c21057590_21057600_232_.mp3
http://www.rte.ie/cspodcasts/media.mp3?c1=2&c2=16951747&ns_site=test&ns_type=clickin&rte_vs_ct=aud&rte_vs_sc=pod&rte_mt_sec=radio&rte_vs_sn=radio1&rte_mt_pub_dt=2016-09-21&rte_mt_prg_name=test-documentaryononeeducationalresources&title=Info%20Lady%20Clip%204&c7=http%3A%2F%2Fpodcast.rasset.ie%2Fpodcasts%2Faudio%2F2016%2F0921%2F20160921_rteradio1-docononeeducational-infoladycl_c21057591_21057601_232_.mp3&r=http%3A%2F%2Fpodcast.rasset.ie%2Fpodcasts%2Faudio%2F2016%2F0921%2F20160921_rteradio1-docononeeducational-infoladycl_c21057591_21057601_232_.mp3
http://www.rte.ie/cspodcasts/media.mp3?c1=2&c2=16951747&ns_site=test&ns_type=clickin&rte_vs_ct=aud&rte_vs_sc=pod&rte_mt_sec=radio&rte_vs_sn=radio1&rte_mt_pub_dt=2016-09-21&rte_mt_prg_name=test-documentaryononeeducationalresources&title=Info%20Lady%20Clip%205&c7=http%3A%2F%2Fpodcast.rasset.ie%2Fpodcasts%2Faudio%2F2016%2F0921%2F20160921_rteradio1-docononeeducational-infoladycl_c21057592_21057602_232_.mp3&r=http%3A%2F%2Fpodcast.rasset.ie%2Fpodcasts%2Faudio%2F2016%2F0921%2F20160921_rteradio1-docononeeducational-infoladycl_c21057592_21057602_232_.mp3
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Living Standards in 
Bangladesh and the  
Role of the Info Lady
Directions: 

Listen to the next clip and make notes about the following: Living Standards, Info Lady’s 
Services and any other information you learn about an Info Lady and her job. You will use 
your notes to write a short paragraph about what you learned and and what you think about 
Bangladesh and Info Lady’s job.

NB When you are making notes don’t write down every word – just the important words to 

remind you of the main point.

A
ctive Listening

(Info Lady WS 4)

STUDENT WORKSHEET

Living Standards in Bangladesh Info Lady’s Services

Any extra information you learned about Info Lady’s life and her job

Sum up your thoughts
 Using the information from your notes write a short paragraph summarising what you learned 

from this clip about Bangladesh and Info Lady’s job.  You should also include at least one 
sentence about you personally thought or felt about this information (did it shock/ surprise/ 
sadden you and about what you)?
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The Sounds of rural 
Bangladesh
Directions: 
You will now hear a short clip from the documentary. 
Complete the tasks below while you listen. 

A
ctive Listening

(Info Lady WS 5) 

STUDENT WORKSHEET 

Make a list of all the sound effects which you heard

Imagine another three sound effects which the director 

could have included.
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The Internet in 
Bangladesh and 
Ireland
Directions: 
A) Listen to Shahadat, the man who manages the local Info Lady project. He 

mentions the benefits of bringing the internet to rural communities in Bangladesh. What 

are they?

______________________________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________

STUDENT WORKSHEET 

A
ctive Listening

B) Write a letter

• Using the information above, 
imagine that you have been asked 
to write a letter to invite members 
of the community along to an 
informative talk about the benefits of 
the internet.  

Your letter should 
• Mention the name of the event
• Mention some of the benefits
• Use persuasive language
• Provide details about the talk 

(Where, when etc)

Remember: 

Answer the 

5W’s and H 

questions – 

Who? What? 
Where? 

When? Why? 
How?

(Info Lady WS 6) 
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A
ctive Listening

• Students will now listen to the next clip (Info Lady Clip 6 lasting 14 minutes) paying close 

attention to statements regarding the status of women in Bangladesh. 

• Using their worksheet Women in Contemporary Bangladeshi Society (Info Lady WS 7 – 

Page 17), they will assess the statements within the context of the documentary.  They 

must assess whether the statement was made in a positive or negative manner.  

• There is also an opportunity for students to write down their thoughts on what they 

have heard.

Women in 
Contemporary 
Bangladeshi Society 

TEACHER GUIDELINES

http://www.rte.ie/cspodcasts/media.mp3?c1=2&c2=16951747&ns_site=test&ns_type=clickin&rte_vs_ct=aud&rte_vs_sc=pod&rte_mt_sec=radio&rte_vs_sn=radio1&rte_mt_pub_dt=2016-09-21&rte_mt_prg_name=test-documentaryononeeducationalresources&title=Info%20Lady%20Clip%206&c7=http%3A%2F%2Fpodcast.rasset.ie%2Fpodcasts%2Faudio%2F2016%2F0921%2F20160921_rteradio1-docononeeducational-infoladycl_c21057593_21057603_232_.mp3&r=http%3A%2F%2Fpodcast.rasset.ie%2Fpodcasts%2Faudio%2F2016%2F0921%2F20160921_rteradio1-docononeeducational-infoladycl_c21057593_21057603_232_.mp3
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Women in Contemporary 
Bangladeshi Society
Directions: 
1. Listen to the next clip from the documentary which is about 

fourteen minutes long.  This section of the documentary is about the 
status of women in Bangladesh.  

2. Listen out for the following statements and assess whether they are spoken 
about in a positive or negative way by circling the correct smiley face. 

3. You also have the opportunity to say whether you agree or disagree with the 

ideas by circling a number from 1-5.

(Info Lady WS 7)

STUDENT WORKSHEET

A
ctive Listening

Statement     Positive or negative    Agree/ Disagree

Many men believe wives are their property 1 2 3 4 5

In marriage you should always suffer in the beginning  1 2 3 4 5

Being an info lady gave me opportunities  1 2 3 4 5                             

Back then, women did not voice what they thought  1 2 3 4 5

If you choose a husband and he is not good, then you can only blame yourself 1 2 3 4 5

When a woman gets married, his home is now her permanent home  1 2 3 4 5

If a woman is not conceiving for a long time after marriage, she is looked down on 1 2 3 4 5

It is much more convenient for women to get their photo with me  1 2 3 4 5

I don’t see women riding a bicycle as a problem 1 2 3 4 5

Write down one thing which surprised you and explain why you were surprised.

_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
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Bithy’s Marketing 
Strategy

 

8.  Bithy’s Marketing Strategy
• Students will listen to the next clip from the documentary  

(Info Lady Clip 7 lasting 6 minutes) as Bithy explains her marketing strategy to the narrator, 

Ronan. 

• Students will use the Notetaking worksheet provided (Info Lady WS 8 – Page 19) to create 

a picture of the elements of Bithy’s business and her marketing strategy. 

Some possible answers

Services provided

o Blood pressure testing

o Group sessions

o Public Health sessions

o GP care

o Information

o Photo printing

•  Once this is completed students will create a flyer to advertise Bithy’s    
 business using the poster worksheet

9. Technology and Society in Bangladesh Today
• Students will listen to the last part of the documentary (Clip 8 lasting approx. 8 mins) 

• They will then answer comprehension-style questions about the place of technology in 

society using the worksheet (Info lady WS 9 – Page 20).

  

A
ctive Listening

TEACHER GUIDELINES

Prices charged

o Blood pressure test – 5c

o Diabetes check – 50c

Tactics used to attract more customers

o Group sessions (15 people together rather  

 than 15 separate houses

o Use the public health sessions as a way to attract   

 customers for other services

http://www.rte.ie/cspodcasts/media.mp3?c1=2&c2=16951747&ns_site=test&ns_type=clickin&rte_vs_ct=aud&rte_vs_sc=pod&rte_mt_sec=radio&rte_vs_sn=radio1&rte_mt_pub_dt=2016-09-21&rte_mt_prg_name=test-documentaryononeeducationalresources&title=Info%20Lady%20Clip%207&c7=http%3A%2F%2Fpodcast.rasset.ie%2Fpodcasts%2Faudio%2F2016%2F0921%2F20160921_rteradio1-docononeeducational-infoladycl_c21057594_21057604_232_.mp3&r=http%3A%2F%2Fpodcast.rasset.ie%2Fpodcasts%2Faudio%2F2016%2F0921%2F20160921_rteradio1-docononeeducational-infoladycl_c21057594_21057604_232_.mp3
http://www.rte.ie/cspodcasts/media.mp3?c1=2&c2=16951747&ns_site=test&ns_type=clickin&rte_vs_ct=aud&rte_vs_sc=pod&rte_mt_sec=radio&rte_vs_sn=radio1&rte_mt_pub_dt=2016-09-21&rte_mt_prg_name=test-documentaryononeeducationalresources&title=Info%20Lady%20Clip%208&c7=http%3A%2F%2Fpodcast.rasset.ie%2Fpodcasts%2Faudio%2F2016%2F0921%2F20160921_rteradio1-docononeeducational-infoladycl_c21057595_21057605_232_.mp3&r=http%3A%2F%2Fpodcast.rasset.ie%2Fpodcasts%2Faudio%2F2016%2F0921%2F20160921_rteradio1-docononeeducational-infoladycl_c21057595_21057605_232_.mp3
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(Info Lady WS 8)

Bithy’s Marketing 
Strategy

STUDENT WORKSHEET 

A
ctive Listening A
ctive Listening

Directions: 
Listen to the next clip from the documentary as Bithy, the Info Lady describes some of her 
services and marketing strategies. Write down Bithy, the Info Lady describes some of her 
services and marketing strategies.  Write down as much information as possible in each box 
under the particular headings.

Services provided Prices charged Tactics used to    
  attract more customers

  

Design a Poster Using this information and any other information you have learned so far (look at previous 
worksheets), design a poster to promote the Info Lady’s services.

Your poster must        You should
Be visually very attractive (include colour)   Include an image on the poster
List some of the services an Info Lady provides  Use persuasive language*

You could
Make up a slogan for the Info Lady.
Draw it or design the poster on the computer

Rhetorical questions (a question where the answer is implied) are very effective e.g. “Do 
you want to keep in touch with family overseas for a tiny cost?”

Poster design
Posters should be very attractive and memorable. 
Focus on the type of lettering/ font you use (typography) e.g. bubble writing or spiky effect
You can vary the size of your lettering to make it interesting but make sure it’s easy to read. 
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Technology 
and Society in 
Bangladesh
 
Directions:  
Listen to the last clip from the documentary and answer the following questions.

1. What is unusual about technology in this part of the world?

_______________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________

2. How do people pay Bithy?

_______________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________

3. What programme does Bithy sign the woman up to?

_______________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________

4. Why can’t Bithy upload the movie?

_______________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________

5. What does Bithy  rent to people?

_______________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________

6. What does the young man want to do with his new phone?

_______________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________

7. How is business changing for Bithy?

_______________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________

8. What has technology and education meant for women?

_______________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________

STUDENT WORKSHEET

A
ctive Listening

(Info Lady WS 9)
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(Info Lady WS 8.2)

9. In Their Shoes
• In small groups of between two and four students, groups will 

plan, draft, rehearse and then act one of the following scenes:

A new and inexperienced Info Lady tries to persuade some older 

members of the community to use her medical services

• The internet won’t work in a village of people who have been eagerly awaiting the  

    Info Lady

•  A family use Skype for the first time to contact a relative overseas, who they haven’t 

    spoken to in years

• The scene should last for a maximum of three minutes

• Students will use the Planning worksheet (Info Lady WS 10 – Page 22) to plan their 

scene

• They may need to be explicitly shown the layout of a script 

• They could also be shown how to indicate stage directions.

• Students might also consider costumes, props, lighting and other elements that 

would be considered in a drama production.

  

Po

st L
istening

TEACHER GUIDELINES
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In Their Shoes 
Working in small groups, plan and act one of the following scenes scenes of no 
more than 3 minutes:-
• A new and inexperienced Info Lady tries to persuade some older members of 

the community to use her medical services
• The internet won’t work in a village of people who have been eagerly 

awaiting the Info Lady
• A family use Skype for the first time to contact a relative overseas,  

who they haven’t spoken to in years
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Finalising your script
• Now write a draft script and practise reading it aloud
• Listen carefully to each other to see what sounds good and what needs to be changed. Make 

changes as you rehearse. Make a final script and practise it one last time.

Po

st L
istening

STUDENT WORKSHEET 

(Info Lady WS 10)

Planning Sheet

Character’s name Student who will act that part Important points for that  
  character to say
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Po

st L
istening

(Info Lady WS 10)

11. Radio advertisement 
to promote the services  

of the Info Ladies

 

1. Students will imagine that they must promote Info Lady’s services to people in rural Bangladesh by 

means of a 30 second radio advertisement

2. To prepare students, the teacher could play some examples of effective radio advertisements. 

Students could then create a list of success criteria for a good radio advertisement using the Success 

Criteria worksheet provided (Info Lady 11.1 – Page 24). For example students might mention some of 

the following techniques: 

 

Price    Make a list of her pricing / mix and match of prices 

 

Language of persuasion   Repetition, emotive language 

 

Other advertising techniques  Mention unique selling points (USPs), use a catchy slogan   

Music/ Sound effects  Include music or sound effects to make the advertisement more    

     powerful/ memorable 

 

Voice-over/ Narration  Effective voice-over which pulls the advertisement together 

 

Dialogue    Well written dialogue (emotional/ funny/ interesting etc.)  

 

Well read/ acted   Good pitch, pace, pause when reading/ acting 

3. Students will plan and draft their work. As they rehearse and get feedback (from other groups/ the 

teacher) students can make changes to improve their work

4. When the final draft is ready students may record or perform their advertisement

5. Students will complete a Peer Assessment Sheet (Info Lady WS 11.2 page 25)

TEACHER GUIDELINES

Su
m

m

ative Assessm
e

nt
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Radio advertisement to  
Promote Info Lady’s 
Services
 Su

m
m

ative Assessm
e

nt

(Info Lady WS 11.1)

STUDENT WORKSHEET 

Directions: 
You have been asked to write and perform the script for a thirty second advertisement to 
persuade people in rural Bangladesh to use the Info Lady’s services.  After discussing it with your 
class, write a list of the success criteria for a radio advertisement below.

Success Criteria for a Script

Success Criterion: Format
How you will address it:  How you will address it: I will write voice-over /  
the character’s name and then the dialogue 

e.g.  “Bithy:  Don’t delay – get in touch today!

  Voice Over:  Info Lady can be contacted by calling…”

Success Criterion:              

How you will address it:   

Success Criterion:              

How you will address it:   

Success Criterion:              

How you will address it:   

Success Criterion:              

How you will address it:   

Success Criterion:              

How you will address it:   

Success Criterion:              

How you will address it:   

 
Name _____________________________________ 

Today’s Date   _____________________________
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Su
m

m

ative Assessm
e

nt

My Name

My role in the task

Today’s Date

Positive comments
Write down three positive comments about your 
own work.
Remember to check the success criteria agreed 
with your class. Which of these did you do well?

Things I will do differently the next time

A Folk Tale 
Peer Assessment

Below is a list of some vocabulary which might help you to write a good self-assessment

Excellent Fascinating Well planned Noteworthy 

Outstanding Clear Interesting Well researched 

Attention-grabbing Stunning Well prepared Inspired 

Spectacular Articulate Authentic Creative 

Impressive  Entertaining Diverse Educational

Writing a Radio 
Advertisement

(Info Lady WS 11.2)
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Oral Literacy
1. Know and use the conventions of oral language interaction, in a variety of contexts, 
including class groups, for a range of purposes, such as asking for information, stating 
an opinion, listening to others, informing, explaining, arguing, persuading, criticising, 
commentating, narrating, imagining, speculating. 

5. Deliver a short oral text, alone and/or in collaboration with others, using appropriate 
language, style and visual content for specific audiences and chosen purposes
8. Listen actively in order to interpret meaning, compare, evaluate effectiveness of, and 
respond to drama, poetry, media broadcasts, digital media, noting key ideas, style, tone, 
content and overall impact in a systematic way

Writing
4. Write competently in a range of text forms, for example letter, report, multi-modal text, 
review, blog, using appropriate vocabulary, tone and a variety of styles to achieve a chosen 
purpose for different audiences 

Reading
3. Use a wide range of reading comprehension strategies appropriate to texts, including digital 
texts: to retrieve information; to link to previous knowledge, follow a process or argument, 
summarise, link main ideas; to monitor their own understanding; to question, analyse, synthesise 
and evaluate

Learning outcomes  
addressed in this unit of 
learning
(from Junior Cycle Specification)

TEACHER GUIDELINES

Appendix

(Info Lady A1.1)
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Appendix

Teaching 
and 

Learning

Resources

Texts

Choose learning outcomes 

 
Create summative assessment  

to ensure these learning  
outcomes are achieved

Planning

Formative 
Assessment

Template for 
planning a unit of 
work. 

TEACHER GUIDELINES

Appendix

(Info Lady A1.2)


